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Surely there is no better way to explore the
islands and calm translucent waters of the
Turkish Riviera than aboard your own vessel?
Drop anchor at will, moor up in quiet harbours, find
isolated coves and explore ancient ruins. We’ll work
out the right gulet and crew for you, and with this
week-long itinerary, you can sail away into summer.

A week gives you plenty of time
to explore the dramatic coastline,
scattered with forested islets
and quiet fishing villages, and
backed by the wooded foothills
of the Taurus Mountains.

Dream of

DISCOVERY
Do you ever yearn for the freedom of your youth when
holidays were carefree journeys and you simply went
along for the ride? These inspiring itineraries aim to
recreate that sense of exploration, allowing you to see,
taste and feel a more authentic side to Europe.
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You’ll appreciate the natural
colours of Turkey even more from
aboard your boat – the deep
blue of the mirror-like Aegean
Sea as you jump in pre-breakfast
or the rich greens of the islets
set aflame by the sinking sun.

Beneath the surface, the Caretta
turtle drifts, and the cobalt-blue
waters flit with fish, perfect
for snorkelling. On land visit
atmospheric ancient cities like
Kaunos, whose 2,500-yearold tombs are embedded
in cliffs above the water.
Sweep into Keci Buku, a natural
harbour surrounded by pine
trees with an old Byzantine
fortress guarding the entrance.
Absorb ancient history at
Cleopatra’s Bay – where a ruin of
an old hammam makes a natural
seawater bath, said to have been
visited by Cleopatra herself.

Back on board,
admire the view,
dive into gin-clear
waters, drop a line
for a spot of fishing
or simply snooze
on deck as another
delicious meal is
prepared for you.
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Drink and

Chauffeur
-Drive

A JOURNEY THROUGH FRANCE
PARISIAN ADVENTURE

SUPERSTAR WINES

Start your luxurious tour with a few
days in Paris. Set the tone by taking in
a Paris-by-night tour in an open-topped
Citroen 2CV with a local at the wheel.
By day enjoy an unusual cheese tasting
in an old wine cellar in Le Marais where
you’ll match smooth wines with brie,
époisse, morbier and more. On your way
to Reims stop at resplendent Versailles
to learn how the French royalty live.

You’ll then head to Bordeaux on a first-class
train journey to be met and welcomed to
this historically rich city with a private tour
to see the Grand Theatre, Old Bordeaux
and enjoy its charming squares and vistas
over the Garonne river. The following day,
rise early to get to grips with big-hitting
appellations from Bordeaux and visit the
pretty town of Saint-Émilion; have lunch at
atmospheric chateaus with fine wine, and
meet a wine producer for a unique one-toone tour of the vineyards and barrel cellar.

LAND OF BUBBLES

One of the joys of
exploring the French
countryside is dropping
by wine producers,
gazing at chateaus and
lingering over lunches
of fine French food
and wine. But there’s
one slight problem.
You’re driving.

Over the next few days, prepare to learn
everything about champagne, as your
Mercedes takes you to Reims, passing by
UNESCO villages, Reims cathedral and Dom
Perignon’s grave. Discover the different
grape varieties that make up champagne
in multiple tastings at the top houses.
At lunch, learn how to pair champagne
with food over a lingering meal and in
the afternoon stop at a world-renowned
producer in the Côtes des Blancs area.

SEAFOOD SENSATION
Head on to the coast for some additional
days at the sand-dune-backed beaches
of seafood paradise Arcachon, where
seafront restaurants serve the freshest
catch of the day. Visit the Oyster House
to learn about oyster farming and of
course taste this salty speciality. Whizz
back to Paris on the speedy TGV.

So we’ve created a
brilliant solution to this,
allowing you to enjoy a
glass or two of champagne,
pomerol and saint émilion,
by arranging a chauffeurdriven car and first-class
train journeys for a
week visiting France’s
finest vineyards.
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COOL COASTAL

PELOPONNESE
This self-driving trip takes in easily-connected, little-known
Greek coastal towns with bags of local charm, beaches
lapped by crystal-clear waters and rocky scenery scattered
with ancient Greek wonders. You’ll have a glimpse of the
pine-scented Peloponnese way of life, where few tourists
visit, and characterful hotels warmly welcome you.

VENETIAN BEAUT Y

MANI’S MARVELS

Fly into Athens and drive along
spectacular coastal roads to
one of Greece’s prettiest towns:
Nafplio. Its attractiveness lies in its
cobbled streets, Venetian houses,
seafront cafes plus the view onto
fortified islet, Borutzi. Visit the
World Heritage ancient city of
Mycenae with its well-preserved
fortifications, houses and tombs.

Eastwards towards the Mani
Peninsula, the landscape becomes
wild and rocky, with tiny coves and
ancient ruins contrasting with the
deep blue Aegean Sea. Spend a few
days here in one of the least visited
areas of Greece where Byzantine
churches, castles and hilltop villages
preside over rolling olive groves.

MEDIEVAL MONOLITH
You won’t miss Monemvasia, further
along the coastline. Its sheer cliffs rise
from the sea into an imposing and
spectacular rock fortress. Explore
within the walls of the rock’s castle
to find a fascinating medieval village
amid narrow streets. Admire the view
from one of the numerous beaches and
cool off in sparkling, turquoise water.

LAID BACK LIVING
Before your trip ends in Kalamata,
make a stop at bohemian Kardamyli,
achingly pretty and once home to
famed British author Patrick Leigh
Fermor. Marvel at the cool Diros Caves
studded with luminous stalactites, and
sit back at family run restaurants for
seafood, meze and the obligatory ouzo.

W H E RE YOU ’ L L STAY
KINSTERNA HOTEL
MONEMVASIA
This special hotel is a destination in its own right. Set up on the hillside,
surrounded by terraces of olive, lemon and eucalyptus trees, the former
Byzantine mansion has sensational views over mega monolith Monemvasia.

Guests are encouraged to
join in with traditional
practices such as grape
harvesting, beekeeping,
and baking Greek bread,
or to simply relax by
the pool, filled by a
mountain spring.
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SEE

SPAIN
TRAIN
BY

It’s a known fact that Spain’s cities have
an alluring mix of cultural heritage and
foodie hotspots which are perfect for
wandering on a sultry summer day. But why
limit yourself to one? We’ve put together
a two-week trip that pinballs between
our favourite Spanish cities by first-class
high-speed train and private transfers.
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MADRID REVEALED

SPECTACULAR ANDALUCÍA

Start in Madrid, and enjoy a guided tour around the grand
boulevards, narrow streets and impressive plazas that make
up this multi-layered city, with its fascinating influences from
Arab heritage, Austrian dynasties and Spanish royalty.

You’ll be met by your private driver to continue via road to
Granada. Stop at an under-the-radar wine producer nestled
in the chalky hills of the Sierra de Montilla for a tasting of
little-known Montilla-Moriles, a sherry-style fortified wine.

Gaze at work from the masters Velazquez and Goya at the
Prado museum. Wander the historic centre passing through
the lofty Plaza Mayor before stopping for a glass of cava
and some tapas at culinary gem Mercado de San Miguel.

One of the most stirring sights in Spain must be the rust-red
Alhambra. On this trip you will have a private tour of the
Moorish palace and afterwards experience tapeando - an
evening of drinks and tapas - a unique Andalucían way of life.

CÓRDOBA EXPRE SS

WHITE-WASHED WONDERS

Hop aboard for a trip to Toledo, a striking town that sits
atop a gorge and is known for its unusual mix of Christian,
Muslim and Jewish cultures. Sit back and let the world
go by in first-class on the train to Córdoba, where you’ll
be met at the station to explore this welcoming city.

In the white-washed city of Ronda, explore the dramatic
gorge, Spain’s oldest bull ring and hike in the valleys of
the ‘Route of the White Towns’ in the Sierra Nevada.

Proud residents open their doors so visitors can admire
beautiful, geranium-spotted patios, and the Grand
Mosque which is so big it has a cathedral inside it.
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In Seville, become entranced by the passionate art of flamenco
and visit the 12th century Giralda bell-tower and cathedral, the
largest Gothic building in the world. With time for one last trip,
your driver will take you to Jerez for a private tour at an awardwinning sherry producer. Bring a bottle home for a memento.

W H E RE YOU ’ L L STAY

HACIENDA DE
SAN RAFAEL
NEAR JEREZ

HOSPES PALACIO
DEL BAILÍO
CÓRDOBA

Here rural rusticity is paired with
supreme comfort in this elegantly
restored hacienda, halfway between
Jerez and Seville. Hike or ride the
wilds of Andalucía then flop by one of
three swimming pools accompanied
only by chirruping cicadas.

Former 16th century palace Hospes
Palacio del Bailío wows with its high
ceilings, marble-lined corridors and
glass-floored restaurant with Roman
ruins below. Equally alluring is the
subterranean spa and outdoor pool
surrounded by orange trees.

MERCER SEVILLA
SEVILLE
Behind a classical façade in the
Arenal district lies a chic hotel
built around an airy stone-arched
courtyard, with a sweeping staircase.
Marble, designer pieces and a
living wall give contemporary
touches and on the rooftop a
pool is perfect for unwinding.
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WILD
IN TO THE

FEED YOUR BODY AND SOUL
Summer holidays often mean long, lazy days
on the beach, and while there’s nothing wrong
with this, Europe can give so much more.
Beyond the typical beach break are destinations
that can invigorate you with back-to-nature
activity or enrich by cultural experience.
Here are ideas for summer among mountains
and fjords, hilltops and meadows.
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n o r way
FJORDS AND FORESTS
Summer in Norway is a breath of
fresh air, literally. Daylight stretches far
into the evening, so time spent in the
enveloping forests and fjords takes on
a surreal, suspended quality. Mossy
woodlands with every variation on the
colour green are incredibly peaceful
and the sounds of nature surround you.
The real draw is the fjords though:
majestic panoramas of mountains
and narrow water channels.

It’s easy to sit back and stare, but
the scenery is just too good not
to experience. Challenging hikes
take you up and out onto dramatic
jutting promontories that give
uninterrupted views over the fjords.
The tranquil water is perfect for
boat trips and kayaking, passing by
waterfalls that tumble with spray so
clean you can fill your drinking bottle.

Where to stay
Turf-topped hotel Storfjord
has a traditional woodpanelled Norwegian design
with a contemporary edge,
located in a mossy forest
overlooking the fjords.

s pa i n
ACTIVE ANDALUCÍA
Andalucía’s wild interior will surprise
any visitor who steps back from the
southern beaches of Spain. The craggy
landscape is made up of serrated peaks,
where white-washed settlements cling
to mountains like a dusting of snow.
Hiking is a great way to enjoy rural
Andalucía, past olive, orange and almond
trees. Nature lovers may be lucky enough
to see ibex, Iberian lynx or fallow deer.
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Thrill-seekers can take to mountain bikes
or gallop on horses to feel the rush as
meadows and shallow streams pass at
speed. Head to parque natural Sierras
de Cazorla for a refreshing swim in
the emerald lake or admire Segura de
la Sierra, a small mountain community
topped with a medieval castle.

Where to stay
Set within 350 acres amid the
Loja mountains, white-washed
La Bobadilla is palatial
refinement. Families will love
suites with gardens and a kids’
club, pool and playground.

Here, tradition prevails, a million
miles from life as you know it.
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MOUNTAIN HIGH, DOLOMITES
This is the holiday for adventurous
families looking to bond over activities
on the soaring peaks, scented meadows
and river-tangled valleys of the mighty
Dolomites. Known for its great skiing,
in summer the region comes into
its own as an epic playground for
altitudinous adventures surrounded
by crisp mountain-fresh air.
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Cable cars smoothly take you to new
heights over herb-filled countryside,
where you can hike to mountain huts
for an Italian picnic of panini, pancetta
skewers and polenta under shady pine
trees. Take a dip in clear natural pools
and sunbathe on the grassy slopes.
Come down via a specially designed
bike track that switches back through
woodland paths with a dazzling
backdrop of jagged peaks.
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BEYOND THE VERDANT HILLS, TUSCANY
Where to stay
Deceptively charming, Ciasa Salares
is a family run alpine hotel which will
win you over with Michelin-starred
dining, its considerable wine cellar
and an artisan chocolate room,
complete with dipping fountain.

Stand atop a hilltop in Tuscany. For
miles, you’ll see chartreuse-green
hills with gold-hued villages balanced
on top like royal crowns. Swathes of
sunflowers and meadows of poppies
are dotted with needle-like Cypress
trees. Tuscany is an absolute beauty.

Learn about its wine, especially
the montepuliciano grape, which
holds its own in the worldwide wine
industry. Inspect ancient vines and
atmospheric cellars on a wine-tasting
tour. Experience Tuscan culture during
festivals, and join locals celebrating.

But there’s more than just pleasing
scenery. Connect with culturally rich
Tuscany and its customs. Try a cookery
course, often taking place in a home,
to make panzanella or artisan pasta.

The Palio di Siena festival is a
thrilling bareback horse race
dripping with pageantry, where
processions and communal dinners
fill the neighbourhoods.

Where to stay
Lay your head at Rosewood
Castiglion del Bosco. Expect
luxuriously tasteful bedrooms,
fine dining and a 4,000-acre
estate that has its own winery,
church, chapel and spa.
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P RIVACY

SEEKERS
To really get away from it all, sometimes you must
go that bit further, away from the beaten track.
Make the effort and those special places that are
harder to get to will reward you over and over.
These unique, exclusive properties are located
where tourists are not: on private islands, rusticluxe retreats and in oft-overlooked destinations
that provide a gateway to cultural experience.
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SÃO LOURENÇO DO BARROCAL, PORTUGAL

SIKELIA, ITALY

RURAL BLISS

STYLISH HAVEN

Staying at São Lourenço in the heart
of Portugal’s Alentejo, feels like the
real deal. Perhaps it’s because the
working farm has been owned by
the same family for 200 years, so the
terracotta-tiled whitewashed farm
buildings and cobbled courtyards have
a feeling of absolutely belonging.
Maybe it’s the encircling 780-acre farm
land studded with olive trees, bee-filled
meadows and neat rows of vines. It
could simply be the generous attention
to detail from the owners, who have

created a a rural idyll for families and
couples seeking to get away from the
trappings of modern life with spacious
pared-back farm rooms and cottages.
Every day here has a rustic simplicity
– guests are encouraged to explore
and connect with nature on walks,
picnics, bike rides or on horses.
Even the sleek swimming pool is carved
around a granite bolder with a cement
finish to allow it to merge beautifully
into its natural surroundings.

Being a farm, the quality of food
here is extremely high, especially as
they produce their own olive oil and
excellent wine, which you can sample
from the casks on wine tastings.
For something special, lift off in a
hot air balloon to soar above the
farm and get a different perspective
on this peaceful retreat.

Discover a wild side to Portugal in the little-known region of Alentejo
where life slows amid rolling national parks, fields of cork oaks and
a landscape that provides sensational wine and rich olive oil.
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It’s hard to find a property which
values seclusion and all-out luxury,
but also has heart and soul.
Introducing Sikelia: a striking hotel
in an extraordinary location on the
secret Italian island Pantelleria, which
you access by flying first to Sicily then
onwards. However, this wild volcanic
isle is closer to African shores, and
its influence can be felt on warm
breezes and star-filled night skies.

Expansive bronze doors usher you
into the cool, white-washed retreat
where a curvy ice-blue pool shimmers
invitingly. Suites are carved from
the ancient Arab dammusi – stone
dwellings with arched ceilings – and
décor is pleasingly-subdued.
It’s isolated here and you’ll find your
own fun rambling over smooth volcanic
rock to swim in coves or taking an
island spa safari through hot springs,

a natural cave sauna and mud
wraps from the lake. Back at the
hotel, feast on Arab-inspired
Sicilian cuisine, and don’t miss
the island’s own dessert wine.
Places like Sikelia don’t come from
nothing. This project was born out of
love from charismatic owner, Guilia, a
former basketball player whose energy
coats the luxury retreat like magic dust.
This is something special – go now.

The island of Pantelleria is a refuge from the modern world. Time stops
and you can abandon yourself to its rugged yet graceful charms. Take a
boat to explore hidden coves and intense blue waters.
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AVATON LUXURY VILLAS RESORT, GREECE
SUPERSTAR HIDEOUT

Sometimes privacy hides in plain sight.
Halkidiki in Greece is not known for its
off-the-beaten-track escapes but here,
on the quieter, third ‘finger’ Athos
Peninsula is a secluded resort, tucked
away between the restricted-access
monastery and the beautiful whitesand sweep of Komitsa Bay. We’ve
heard on good authority that this year’s
goodie bag given to Oscar winners
included a stay here, such is the private
and exclusive nature of Avaton. And if
it’s good enough for Hollywood’s elite
to hole up, it’s good enough for us.

The focus here is on quality, luxury
experiences mainly with relaxation
in mind. Many of the spacious suites
have private pools edged with oversized day beds. The silky-sand beach
is lapped by lucent-blue waters, and
fantastic service provides delicious
seafood, smoothies or champagne
to your lounger within minutes.

The gorgeous two-bed,
two-bathroom suites
are a real draw for
families seeking a
peaceful hideaway on
these sacred shores.

Private yachts, boats and helicopters
mean a fun day out is never far off,
especially with a chance to glimpse
Mount Athos. Excellent staff look after the
big and little things, from poolside towels
to organising a candlelit beach dinner.

THE CHEDI, MONTENEGRO
HARBOUR HEAVEN
You may already be familiar with
The Chedi in Oman, and now the
brand has brought its Asian flair, clean
lines and classic sophistication to
Montenegro’s shores. Little-known
Traste Bay has been hidden in Kotor’s
shadow; now you can explore this
beautiful part of the Balkan coastline
while experiencing 5-star luxury.
Like all self-respecting luxury hotels,
The Chedi has several pools, a
private beach plus plenty of floor-toceiling windows to gaze out to the
Adriatic Sea and the vast yachts in
the man-made Lustica Bay marina.
Don’t get too comfortable though.
Montenegrin adventures await.
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Why not rent one of the hotel’s
wooden boats and head to Budva
or cruise in Croatian waters
on a jaunt to Dubrovnik?
Inland, the stunning Lake Skadar is
ideal for kayaking between the verdant
karsts or swimming in the jade-green
water, and local restaurants serve
homemade goats cheese washed
down with locally produced wine.

The Chedi raises the
bar for those looking
for a luxurious tasteful
stay by tranquil Traste
Bay, far from the
rest of glitzy, ritzy
Montenegro.

On the Lustica Peninsula, there
are easy hikes to waterfalls, a
‘blue cave’ filled with iridescent
water and monasteries hewn onto
rockfaces. Return filled with the
genuine beauty of Montenegro.
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Weekend

Wonders
The joyous thing about Europe is that it has
as much scope for a one- or two-week holiday as
a zippy mini-break. Here, we zoom in on those
shorter breaks, where time is limited but you
need a big-hitting, sun-soaked couple of days.
We’ve selected a few that are shaking up the
scene, whether it’s a seriously stylish new hotel
in buzzy Palma, resplendent luxury at a French
chateau, or a chic 16th century masseria.
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DOMAINE D’ETANGS

France

You wouldn’t be the first to make fairytale
comparisons at this gorgeous chateau,
located in Limousin, a rural region of South
West France, with its immaculately restored
round turrets and honey-coloured stone.

Rows of twisted olive trees dominate
the Puglian countryside between hilly
trulli-topped villages and a coastline
demarcated by dazzling beaches
and towns that hug the cliffs.

Inside the castle is just as dreamy; there’s an atmospheric
library, a sweeping staircase and Matisse and Picasso
adorning the walls. There are just seven ultra-luxe suites
within the chateau, with high, wooden beamed ceilings
and claw-footed tubs. In the grounds are stylish, spacious
cottages well suited to families who love having the
run of the boating lake, woodlands and meadows.

Set a few kilometres inland, whitewashed Masseria
Torre Maizza is a 16th century farm building, but
that’s where comparisons with rusticity end.
Recently brought up to date with smart Olga Polizzi
interiors, the gleamingly white building houses
cool suites furnished with a tasteful mix of painted
terracotta tiles, stone flooring and vast beds.
Around the Masseria, climbing roses shade the
courtyard where the sublime pale-blue pool lies.

Despite the grand surroundings, there’s no white-glove
service here. Staff are informally dressed and eversmiling, and the excellent Michelin-starred restaurant
is as happy to serve you a beautifully presented meal
from the kitchen garden, as a sumptuous picnic.

portugal

An ivy-draped pergola is a cool spot for lunch of
local orecchiette pasta, creamy burrata and grilled
Gallipoli prawns and the rooftop is perfect for
sundowners, where carved stone seating is scattered
with cushions, lanterns and cacti in oversized pots.

GRAND HOUSE ALGARVE
Described by some as the last unexplored
corner of Europe, Vila Real de Santo
António is a tranquil, laid back
town on Portugal’s eastern tip.
Just 45 minutes from Faro but a world away from the tourist
hordes, Grand House Algarve sits on the waterfront of
Rio Guadiana, the river that divides Portugal from Spain.
Built in 1926, the hotel exudes old-world charm with its
original Art Deco features, but its light and spacious
rooms are the height of contemporary style. The cool vibe
continues on the place-to-be rooftop cocktail bar and
the chilled beach club complete with sleek infinity pool.
From the hotel, you can easily see across the water to
Spanish territory, and even skip across to Spain by boat for
a tapas lunch or continue onto Seville, just two hours away.
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MALLORCA
italy

MASSERIA TORRE MAIZZA

mallorca

CAN BORDOY
Is there anything more alluring than
a slick and seductive city hotel?
Newly opened Can Bordoy, set within the winding streets of
Palma’s old town, has nailed the 5-star boutique, delivering
both style and service in an area notably lacking in both.
The hotel is designed to soothe the senses with a pared-back
muted palette, a subterranean spa, and airy suites that have
quirky mid-century design pieces and free-standing tubs.
Unusually for Palma, the hotel has a large secret-esque garden.
Here jacaranda and fruit trees merge to make a natural collage
around the pool – a sliver of turquoise water that begs for a dip.
Tendrils of foliage from the garden edge their way into
the hotel’s interior, and leaf-strewn ceilings create a
glorious fusion of art and nature which continues into
Botanic, Can Bordoy’s own organic restaurant.
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GRECIAN
VILLAS
Your own space to call home. A shimmering sea view.
A beach you can pad down to, barefoot, before breakfast.
The luxury of time spent with your loved ones. These are
some of the many reasons why a summer holiday in a
sun-dappled villa in Greece can suit your family perfectly.
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GREECE GO-TO
Greece has so many tiny islands, their rocky interiors
studded with scented pine forests that meet sandy
shores and turquoise water. Here, good value villas
are located where 5-star hotels just aren’t, giving
you total privacy on an island you can call home.
Islands such as unspoilt Paxos, Paros and Sifnos
have a slow and traditional day-to-day pace,
infused by the aroma of rosemary and sizzling
squid amid the rhythmic chatter of cicadas.

Hidden villas located on gorgeously remote
islands where 5-star hotels can’t reach.

You won’t find big hotels here, instead nestled by the beach
and hidden in the hillsides are a collection of home-fromhome villas where you can enjoy the heat-infused pleasures
of a Greek holiday, while having the luxury of private space.

ZIDANE PAROS
The ultimate villa for a family of three
generations on a summer holiday. With
seven bedrooms set over three levels,
the villa has a wonderful sense of
space. Outside there are lots of shady
dining and relaxation areas plus there’s
an 18-metre pool that overlooks the
encircling vineyards. More good news a sandy beach is just a short walk away.

Spend afternoons out at sea on a motor
boat, stopping at pretty coves and secret
swimming spots, or hike inland to
discover white-washed monasteries
that contrast against the topaz-blue sky.

On these beautiful islands,
you can enjoy endless
do-as-you-please days
with cloudless indigo
skies that mirror the
deep blue ocean.

LAUREN PAXOS
This is a stylish choice for a large, active
family. The stone villa has five bedrooms
within its cool interior, where a chic
neutral décor meets comfort and style.
There’s a playroom, kids’ bunk room,
gym, pool table and basketball court. The
infinity pool, however, is the place to be;
edged with large padded loungers facing
a stunning panorama of sea and sky.

MONET SIFNOS
This white-washed restored mansion
is clasped in scented Mediterranean
vegetation: cypress, juniper and myrtle.
Inside there are seven bedrooms,
furnished with characterful antiques,
two of which have their own entrance.
On-site staff keep the villa immaculate
and outside the pool has sensational
sea views over the hazy Cyclades.

Your villa experience
Let us bring your family together for a special holiday. We have access to a range
of villas, and we like nothing more than to discuss what will work for you, plus
arrange flights with private boat transfer to your island. Then we’ll fill in the big and
little details from car hire and nannies, to private chefs and yacht charters.
Call us so we can find you that perfect villa in Greece - and beyond.
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Happy
F A M I L I E S

There are many reasons why a luxury resort
can work perfectly for your family holiday,
but it can be tricky to negotiate your way
between the inviting and the insipid.
That’s where we come in with our years
of experience and knowledge of the
latest openings and refurbishments.
Read on for our pick in Europe.

IDYLLIC
IKOS
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IKOS DASSIA
GREECE

Ikos has changed the way we view
resorts for good. Raising the bar on allinclusive, Ikos takes a more intelligent
and flexible approach, understanding
that guests like quality and choice.

If you can drag yourself away from this
idyllic scene, we recommend exploring
the ancient citadels, palaces and
monasteries found scattered along the
coastline and cypress-dotted interior.

Ikos Dassia, on the island of Corfu,
is set on a 600-metre sweep of
beach and backed by a fringe of
pine-scented woodland, and the
hotel’s rooms, suites and villas wind
themselves around a series of pools,
restaurants, spas and kids’ clubs.

Ikos can even lend you a Mini to get
to know the island, and more clever
bending of all-inclusive rules means
you can dine out at local restaurants
on the island too, at no extra charge.

At Ikos, all-inclusive
really means allinclusive, so there’s no
surprise bill at the end.
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STYLE
LEADER
Funky fun-loving brand LUX is shaking
up the Turkish Riviera with its cool,
contemporary vision for summer
holidays. With an emphasis on sleek
design, the resort’s modern cube-like
structures tumble down the forested
hillside to the Turquoise Coast.
The gorgeous infinity pool slashes a
slick line through the horizon making
the most of the views of the deep

LUX BODRUM
TURKEY

blue Aegean Sea, with jade green
islets punctuating the panorama.
In fact, at every turn vistas of
shimmering seascapes take priority,
from the floor-to-ceiling windows of
the restaurant to the chilled-out beach
club set in a private sandy cove.
LUX Bodrum is perfect for designsavvy travellers or families wanting

to break away from more traditional
resorts. We love the range of stylish
accommodation, particularly the
cool villas with outdoor pools that
can be enclosed. The chic LUX villa
is set on its own peninsula, with a
private wooden jetty giving direct
access for you and your boat to
that beautiful Aegean water.

BEACH
PERFECT

Daios Cove in Crete has been
providing luxury-seekers with reliably
brilliant summers for some time and
the opening up of the Residence
Club, a premium take on all-inclusive,
means the deserved success of this
resort sees no sign of abating.

DAIOS COVE
GREECE

It’s no surprise that guests return year
after year for Daios Cove’s relaxed
vibes, fantastic dining and dependable
childcare with excellent staff who make
everything as easy as possible for weary
travellers and time-poor parents.

For a spoiling treat, book The
Mansion Cove, a five-bedroom villa
with an indoor and outdoor pool, and
jaw-dropping, uninterrupted views
of the Aegean Sea. On the beach,
a perfect crescent of sand gently
slopes into warm, shallow waters,
ideal for little ones to paddle.
There’s a supervised diving club
for older ones, and an early
dinner at the kids’ club so parents
can arrange dinner à deux.

With beach club DJ sessions, photogenic infinity pool
and outdoor cinema, super-cool LUX Bodrum will
keep instagramming teens holiday happy.

Book a Suite or Villa and discover the all-inclusive benefits
of the Residence Club – 24-hour room service, signature
cocktails, unlimited kids’ ice cream and more.
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ALL-OUT

Sometimes only the very best will do.
We have our finger on the pulse of each
and every luxury hotel worth knowing so
why not discuss your style with us.
Are you looking for the wraparound luxury of
personal concierge or perhaps secluded privacy
in some of Europe’s most beautiful destinations?
Here is a selection of our favourites.

AEGEAN KNOCKOUT
AMANZOE, GREECE
We have customers who come back
from Amanzoe and immediately
book in for next year, such is
its mesmerising effect.
Perhaps it’s the dramatic arrival
by helicopter, over the sparse
beauty of the Peloponnese, or
the expansive rooms that come
with gardens, private pools, his
and hers bathrooms with walk-in
wardrobes and sunken marble tubs.
Every view is designed with added
wow-factor from the sublime pool
which catches the sun slide into the
Aegean at cocktail o’clock to the
yoga pavilion that opens up onto a
vast panorama of rural tranquillity,
backed by hazy mountains.
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As ever, Aman has the ambience spot
on with textural stone walls, wooden
shutters and white-on-white décor,
and nods to Greek antiquity seen
in marble pillars and free-standing
statues. Mediterranean plants such
as lavender and rosemary fill the
resort with the scents of summer.
But don’t stand open-mouthed for too
long. Take the vintage wooden boat for
a whirl to nearby island Spetses or dig
your toes into the sand in the oh-socool beach club where freshly caught
fish and crustacean come straight
to your plate via the sizzling bbq.

Seaside fans should
stay in one of Amanzoe’s
beach cabanas that
lead right out onto the
pebbly shore at the
private beach club. Not
only do the cabanas
have uninterrupted
Aegean views, they also
come with nine-metre
swimming pools.
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LA RÉSERVE RAMATUELLE, FRANCE
When the heat of summer hits, there’s
nowhere quite like the South of France.
The coastline, made up of low-lying
pine-clad hills with archetypal cypress
trees pointing skywards, curves its way
round the famed French towns of St
Tropez, Antibes and Cap Ferret. All
overlook the glittering Mediterranean
Sea, dancing with boats. But with
intense beauty comes popularity and
we’re not denying that it gets busy.
The answer? A stay at secluded and
stylish haven La Réserve Ramatuelle,
the antidote to glitziness and a beacon
of good taste and refined sophistication.

The terracotta-tiled rooftops and
shuttered windows hint at cool interiors,
where contemporary décor means
billowing lace curtains, taupe colourings
and everywhere, sensational sea views.
Each room has its own private pool
and the spacious villas make an
ideal base for a multi-generational
family or group, with the addition of
yoga instructors, chefs, butlers and
nannies. This year sees the arrival
of the hotel’s private beach club
and with St Tropez only 15-minutes
by complimentary transfer, you can
serenely breeze in and out at leisure.

At La Réserve
Ramatuelle, excellent
and discreet staff are
perfectly in keeping with
the hotel’s luxurious yet
unpretentious style.

BELMOND HOTEL CARUSO, ITALY
Step out onto your terrace. It’s no
understatement to say that this view
will leave you totally breathless,
turning even the most cold-hearted
into a gushing romantic. The
intoxicating Amalfi coastline, where
sea meets sky, has been wowing
visitors for millennia, but from the
new sea-view garden suites at
Belmond Hotel Caruso, it’s all yours.
The emphasis on personal experience
continues throughout this restored
11th century palazzo, with warm Italian
hospitality, rooms scattered with rose
petals, staff who call you by name and
private dinners in the herb garden.
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Décor is classic but unstuffy, making
use of marble, glazed tiles, elegant
antique furniture and vaulted ceilings.
However, the place to be is in
the seemingly suspended infinity
pool edged by the crumbling, ivyswathed palazzo, where you gaze
without interruption at that view.

Huge on wow-factor, the
Belmond Hotel Caruso
is the ultimate setting
for romantic getaways.

If you ever tire of it, head to hilltop
Ravello for pizza and gelato or
sail to Positano, avoid the crowds
and enjoy a unique vantage of
the pretty pastel-hued town from
aboard your private boat.
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We think your summer holiday in Europe should be given as
much importance as every other holiday throughout the year.
And just like any safari, ski trip or long-haul adventure,
we’re dedicated to giving you the best Europe can offer.

THE PERSONAL
TOUCH

THE INDEPENDENT
APPROACH

We pride ourselves on our personal
approach. We start the conversation,
getting to know you before matching
you with perfectly suited travel
experiences. We won’t stop until
we get it right – a uniquely crafted
holiday that is yours alone.

We’re a small, independent
company. Our experienced European
specialists merge their first-hand
knowledge with our in-the-know
people on the ground to create your
bespoke holiday. We’re not tied
to particular hotels or chains.

THE EXTRA
MILE

THE CONTINUAL
SUPPORT

Then there’s the extra-mile service
you get from us. Want a special chef
flown in to cook dinner at your villa?
No problem. Need a babysitter so you
can head to the opera? Done. Like a
local scholar or archaeologist to unravel
years of history at ancient sites like
Mycenae or Epidaurus? Just ask.

Our start-to-finish support takes
the stress out. Even the best laid
travel plans can go awry, and
when this happens, we’ll step in
and take over. This isn’t an extra.
This is part of our service to
you when you book with us.

Chat with our European specialists who’ve
been road-testing the continent for years.
Let us craft your ideas into that dream summer holiday.

+44 (0)1488 689700 | travel@baileyrobinson.com
www.baileyrobinson.com

All the flights and flight-inclusive holidays in this publication are financially protected by the ATOL scheme. When you pay you will be supplied with an ATOL Certificate.
Please ask for it and check to ensure that everything you booked (flights, hotels and other services) is listed on it. Please see our booking conditions for further information
or for more information about financial protection and the ATOL Certificate go to: www.atol.org.uk/ATOLCertificate.
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ABTOT provides protection for your non flight inclusive packages as set out in our booking conditions which can be found at www.baileyrobinson.com
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